
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a product manager data. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for product manager data

Own first party data integrations and data monetization efforts of data
flowing out of the NinthDecimal platform
Own data integrity of data flowing in and out of the NinthDecimal platform
Push the envelope when it comes to monetizing NinthDecimal’s unique data
assets, even if that means rolling up your sleeves and working manually
Develop a deep understanding of Ellation customers, both existing and
potential
Create, drive and execute product strategy for data products in our growing
digital product portfolio, measuring success by your performance relative to
defined objectives and KPIs
Participates in developing commercial business data product and product line
strategies, directions and recommendations as input to overall company
planning process
Participates in analysis of current and future markets, technology and
competitive trends in data to support strategy and product development
Works within a global product management team to complete business data
product lifecycle analysis and determine lifecycle position and value to
company
Participates in the development of strategy and product plans based on
results
Create mock-ups and document workflows to drive consensus around design
and technical solutions
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Experience with programmatic ad buying, real-time bidding, supply side
platforms (SSP) and/or demand side platforms (DSP)
Must be organized, detail-oriented and able to produce clear and concise
documentation
2 years+ digital advertising experience is required, mobile is a plus
Experience with DMP’s, marketing automation firms or programmatic
platforms is strongly preferred
Knowledge of ad serving platforms is strongly preferred
Knowledge of SQL and other data analytics skills is strongly preferred


